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	 Since the introduction of the printing press, graphic design has been taken as a commodity that 

serves the vision of those paying for it. History has shown designers lend their talent to corporate and 

commercial settings where their skills are utilized to make the packaging and advertising that currently 

crowds the landfills. This prominent route design has taken, is a result of client’s ability to pay for these 

services. In the past 60 years a second avenue for design has emerged with force and momentum that 

aims to create pragmatic solutions for the world’s pressing issues that come from poverty, education, 

inequality, marginalization, and discrimination. This shift in audience allows the designer to tackle 

problems that remain unsolved at the feet of the underserved, who up until this point couldn’t attain 

design services. (Margolin & Margolin) 


	 This paper will look at the events that led to public interest design, analyze the designer’s role in 

society, and show how graphic design can be used to empower underserved youth to explore new and 

positive concepts of self. 


"
Historical 
	 In 18th century Europe, the economy shifted from a rural agricultural foundation to the mass 

production of goods in large factory settings. This shift in economy, led people to migrate into large cities 

and created the “rise of mass culture.” (Eskilson, 28) The shift in the economy was coined the Industrial 

Revolution. (Eskilson, 28) The Industrial Revolution introduced the railroad, steam engine, coal, iron, 

steel, and the steam-engine-driven press. (Eskilson, 28) The steam-engine-press, along with the 15th 

century invention of moveable type, changed the course of graphic design history. With millions of new 

inhabitants flocking to the cities, merchants fought to sell their mass-produced goods to a new group of 

consumers. The demand for printed advertisements skyrocketed. At the same time, the rise of 

inexpensive periodicals also dramatically increased. (Eskilson, 28) These advancements in technology, 

facilitated the emergence of a “Western democratic society” by enabling mass communication and 

literacy. (Eskilson, 28) 


	 


	 Amongst the hundreds of periodicals printed during this time, satirical newspapers made their 

appearance to the general public. Satirical newspaper became the most popular avenue to criticize and 

question the despotic government and commenced the begging of utilizing design for other means than 

just advertising. 


	 


	 In 1830, Charles Philipon, in collaboration with artist Honoré Daumier, put out various satirical 

newspaper criticizing the French government amidst threats of large fines and incarceration. (Eskilson, 

28) These newspapers reached a wide audience and showed viewers a different perspective that came 

from an insiders point of view. In 1835, a government crackdown on caricature forced Daumier and 
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Phillipon to stop directly targeting the French government and instead turned their energy toward a 

critique on the wealthy and influential. After the crackdown, Daumier and Phillipon continued 

collaborating on over a hundred satirical cartoons. From French theater, Daumier appropriated a fictional 

character by the name of Robert Macaire whose role was to embody the negativity associated with 

urban life which included corruption and indecency. In Figure 1 the captions states: “Hot! Hot! Bernard, 

we must push the sale of the goods, must beat the drum, make a parade, attract the attention of the 

sucker.” This poster paints a vivid image of urban life during the time and the indecent use of 

advertisements to sell products at all costs. (Eskilson, 29) 


	 The increase in labor to build train tracks, buildings, and mine coal and steel led to harmful 

environments and exploitation of the poor. The poor were the fuel behind the urban development and 

worked in inhumane conditions riddled with decease, death, and injuries. (Eskilson, 29) These conditions 

were well known to government and non-government officials who sought social change. In 1848, 

German philosophers, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels presented their well-known, Manifesto of the 

Communist Party, that critiqued the exploitation of industrial capitalism, and promoted a more just 

system known as Communism. The manifesto empowered the urban lower-class and aimed to shift the 

the power from the ruling class to the working class. Marx stated that the struggle between the 

oppressed and the ruling class is the foundation for capitalism and should be over turned. This 

philosophy inspired writers, artists, philosophers and various other individuals world wide. (Eskilson, 29)


Artists and designers alike began to create work that could help inspire, inform and push the people 

towards a social revolution. Graphic design began taking a secondary role in promoting these ideologies 

and became a weapon for social change. 


" "

" The 1960’s mark a unique period in time where political and cultural issues were brought to the 

forefront by ethnic communities living in the United States. These communities which included African 

Americans, Mexicans, Filipinos and Native Americans, all had the common goal of equality, self 

determination and their social rights. (Jackson, 12) Through the use of a graphic style that embraced 

Chicano culture’s post-colonial roots, the Chicano population was able to motivate, inform, and fight for 

their social justice through the use of graphic design. The murals of the Chicano movement were mostly 

painted in Mexican American neighborhoods and were funded by grassroots organizations, artist run 

community art centers, local merchants, and the artist themselves. (Jackson, 75)""
" Amidst the struggle of minorities in the U.S, Pedagogy for the Oppressed emerged as a written 

example of the shift in audience. Pedagogy of the Oppressed, is a book by Brazilian theorist Paulo Freire, 

and is viewed as one of the most influential books dealing with education in the twentieth century (Holt). 

Freire suggests a framework in educating impoverished populations in a way that empowers them and 

involves them directly. Freire advocated that any human being, however “uneducated” they may be, is 
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able to evaluate their world in conversation with others and be involved in solutions that benefit them. 

(www.pedagogyoftheoppressed.com) Freire believes that through an “inquiry-driven, problem based 

pedagogy” to education, the oppressed have the ability to overturn the structure that oppresses them; but 

in order to do so, it is the task of educators to aid students in understanding there correlation to society 

(Vakir). Fraire believes that social change can occur if the oppressed are able to realize their oppression 

and speak about it (Kohli). Once the dialogue occurs, the oppressed are able to reflect on their place in 

society and begin altering the social structure. This user-centered approach to dealing with marginalized 

populations can be seen in social design frameworks that emphasize working with community and finding 

the answers from within their dialogue that will be discussed later. ""
(The setting for P.I.D ) 

	 Brought on by the social activist movements of the 1960’s, designers began to take notice of 

their direct impact to humanity and the planet. (Cooper 2005) This caused designers to seek methods 

that would better engage them in their social context and make their work more “meaningful, relevant, 

useful and committed to society.” (Press & Cooper) The belief that design was capable of more than to 

only satisfy marketing needs drove designers to attempt and answer problems with culture, economical, 

ecological, and political contexts that sprouted a new sector in design. (Papnek) 
"
Pioneers 

  

“There are professions more harmful than industrial design, but only very few of them”


-Victor Papanek
"
	 Victor Papnek was pioneers of Social Interest Design. Papnek’s book, Designing for the Real 

World: Human Ecology and Social Change (1971) first introduced Papnek’s analysis of contemporary 

design where he advocated for socially responsible design. In the book, he noted how work being 

produced by designers was ignoring social and moral duties and wasting natural resources. Papnek 

emphasized that design is a powerful tool that can shape the environment and society. (Papnek) 


	 Although Victor Papnek’s book, Designing for the Real World, was innovative and dramatically 

influenced the design world, Papnek was not the first to advocate for socially conscious design. In the 

1920’s, Buckminster Fuller, who is considered one of the century’s greatest minds was known for his 

thorough exploration of trying to improve the world’s design problems. During the span of five decades, 

Fuller evolved pioneering solutions that coincided with his goal of using innovative design to manifest 

technologies that are capable of doing “more with less.” (bfi.org)


	 Papnek were working ahead of their time. The issues they brought to light are concerns that 

contemporary designers must take into account as our current state of social and global dilemmas rise. 

http://www.pedagogyoftheoppressed.com
http://bfi.org
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Social Interest Design and it’s various pseudonyms has come to the forefront of the design world and 

influenced the vision of educators and designers alike. More and more designers realize they have the 

option of pursuing a non-commercial career in design and with contemporary role models like Candy 

Chang, and Brandon from Humans of New York, the route sometimes looks more appealing. 
"
Define P.I.D  

	 Many names resulted for this new era in design, that included Social Design, Design for the 

Base, Humanitarian Design, Socially Responsible Design, Design for Good, Design for Social Impact, 

Socially Responsible Design, and Design for Social Change among other names that confused designers 

and outsiders alike. (Veiga & Almendra) The plentitude in names created obstacles that included the 

inability to properly document projects, processes, and patterns. (Veiga & Almendra) It also resulted in 

competition among designers. Ines Vaiga and Rita Almendra, the authors of Social Design Principles and 

Practices state that the term Social Design is the most commonly used term and believe it has the ability 

to be the “single umbrella term” for this area in design. The term Social Design instantly portrays the 

magnitude and realm of where this design takes place and indicates that it is design society’s problems.
"
“Regarding the broader understanding of how design for social need might be commissioned, supported 

and implemented, little has been accomplished.”


- Margolin and Margolin 
""
Fails 

With the sudden onrush of designer flocking to a new “trend in design” many failed projects emerged 

that made it clear that a methodology had to take place. 
"
The Shanti Woman case study, surveys a young woman who lives in Hyderabad, India who fetches 

water from a local borehole 300 feet from her home daily, even though a community treatment center 

with safer water offers it at a closer location. The reason that she doesn’t attend the treatment center 

that was designed to make her life easier is because it requires her to carry a five gallon jerrican that is 

too heavy for her. The jerrican is not designed to be carried on her head or hip, where she would 

normally locate the jarrican. Shanti, isn’t able to get her husband to do it because he is at work, and 

returns after the facility has closed. Another deterrent from the center for Shanti is that a monthly pass is 

required that is good for 5 gallons a day, more that she consumes. Although the treatment centers 

succeeds in brining clean water to the residents of the community, the design is not well thought out.
"
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The designers of the center did not take into consideration the environment and culture of the people 

using it. 
"
“Time and time again, initiatives falter because they are not based on the client’s or customer’s needs 

and have never been prototyped to solicit feedback. “ 
"
“Even when people do go into the field, they may enter with a preconceived notion of what the needs 

and solutions are.”
""
 One Laptop One Child "
Imperialism
"
Contemporary 
"
Design Thinking 

In Tim Brown’s and Jocelyn Wyatt’s article, Design Thinking for Social Innovation
"
Resources Available "
	 Examples are emerging world-wide of the various ways that design can and has had a positive 

impact on society. At our finger tips we have websites like Design Ignites Change and Design For Good, 

that acts as a data-base to showcase the various Social Interest projects that have been produced. 

Designers not only have data bases to gain inspiration from, but there are also methodologies in place 

like the SEED Network and IDEO Human Centered Design that aids the designer in implementing a 

system that helps begin and maintain the process of creating a social interest project. Universities 

nation-wide have also taken to social interest design and included it in their educational curriculum. As a 

result, there are many more socially-conscious designers in the field.
"
Design Thinking 
"
Toolkits "
Project H, 
"
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Ideo, 
"
SEED
"
	 In the 1970s, Victor Papnek said, “design has become the most powerful tool with which man 

shapes his tools and environment [and by extension, society and himself].”
"
Contemporary Figures  "
" Candy Chang is part of a new wave of contemporary designers who work to enhance the state of 

society. The work of Candy Chang focuses on manipulating public space to strengthen individuals and 

community, her work has investigated issues in criminal justice and personal anxieties and aspirations. 

She is best known for her interactive installations that take place in vacant buildings, abandoned 

apartments and public walls. These installations take place in sites that individuals cross daily and are 

transformed into vessels that elicit engagement within community members. She often facilities 

responses by posing a phrase or question that requires personal introspection from participants and 

results in honest answers that collectively, with the responses of other community members, illustrate a 

narrative of aspiration and positivity. In Before I Die, Chang transformed an abandoned house in her 

neighborhood into an interactive public art project that encouraged people to write down their personal 

aspirations on the walls of the house. Chang was inspired to create this project as a way to connect with 

her neighbors after the loss of a loved one. This project gained world-wide momentum and was recreated 

in over 70 countries. "

" Another project Candy Chang worked on was Vendor Power, a comprehensive guide that 

translated and illustrated the most commonly violated rules for street vendors, featured the history and 

personal stories of street vending and featured policy reform recommendations. Often, street vendors 

don’t speak proper English and it is difficult for them to comprehend the legal language found within the 

original city catalogues. In the research process documented in Chang’s website, you see a man with a 

small box full of tickets that he had acquired from minor offenses like parking too close to the curb, or not 

wearing his license. In an effort to make this information accessible, Candy Chang closely collaborated 

with The Street Vendor Project and designed the guide to take part in the Making Policy Public series for 

the the Center for Urban Pedagogy. Meetings were held with street vendors to gain feedback and 

approval on the drafts that were being created. This project looked at a social problem that was the 

misinterpretation of data and translated it into an accessible form of communication that spoke directly 

towards it’s target audience. Vendor Power is an example of how design can bridge the understanding 

gap between complicated information and underserved communities.  "
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" The Center for Urban Pedagogy is a New York based nonprofit organization that uses the power 

of art and design to increase meaningful civic engagement. (welcometocup.org) CUP joins forces with 

students, designers, educators and communities to make educational tools, workshops, and publications 

that simplify complicated policies and makes the more accessible to those who need the information 

most. These policies and planning issues directly effect the communities of various individuals who often 

don’t engage in these activities because of lack of resources, understanding, interest or education. CUP 

aims to break down these complex issues and policies ranging from the justice system to immigration, 

healthcare and transportation policies and create “simple, accessible, and visual explanations” that allow 

individuals to transform into advocates for the needs of their own community. (welcometocup.org) ""
Successful Examples 

" The Center for Urban Pedagogy takes two approaches to enhance the participation of the public 

through civic education. The first is Youth Education programs, where students work with teaching artists 

and are encouraged to inquire about a function in their city that interests them and then are required to 

create a final product that educates others on what they’ve learned. The second approach to increase 

civic engagement is Community Education programs. Community Education programs pair up designers 

and advocates to create tools, workshops, and publications that help explain complicated policies.  "

" With the use of case studies, stories, and strategies, Andrew Shea offers designers, educators, 

professionals and community organizations the tools to approach community based design. A notable 

example from the book is a project entitled A Book by Its Cover: Reading Stereotypes. In this project, 

Ramzy Masri an Arabic and American graphic design student attempts to mediate American and Arabic 

culture after the severe tension of 9/11. He starts by getting an idea of what he is up against and 

researches how stereotypes are formed. In his research he finds that according to sociologist Charles E. 

Hurst, stereotypes form because of lack of familiarity towards other cultures. Masri then evaluates his 

audience and asks them to draw a map of the Middle East and draw an image of an Arabic person. The 

maps he receives are largely inaccurate and make it clear that the audience does not know where the 

Middle East is located or what it looks like. The drawings of the Arabic person return with images of 

bombs, turbans, and machine guns. This experiment was eye-opening for Masri and showed the 

stereotypes were more extensive then he first thought. During his research, he found the best way to 

tackle the stereotype problems was to eliminate before it started. Masri worked with students between the 

ages of eight and ten year olds because at that age their racial identity is not fully formed and they are 

open to discussing the way they identify with others. (Shea, 36)"

" Masri’s solution for alleviating racial tensions between Arabic and American culture was a series 

of children's books that dealt with issues that contribute to discrimination and intolerance. (Shea, 36) As 

part of the project, Masri went on to read the books to over 200 children from different elementary schools 

and social economic classes. The stories that were read to children dealt with broad examples of 

http://welcometocup.org
http://welcometocup.org
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discrimination that allowed the children to zone in on their personal life. After the readings were done, the 

children were given a blank book to fill in their own story and were then randomly placed with a “book pal” 

from another school.  The swapping of the books allowed the children to read the stories of a child from a 

different ethnicity and background that was revealed in the last page of the book. After reading their “book 

pals” story, the children were encouraged to contact them and let them know what they learned in the 

project. By the end of A Book by Its Cover, many friendships had formed and contact info was exchanged. 

The book was successful in that it created dialogue and friendships between two diverse individuals. This 

act, hacks away at the formulation of stereotypes that occurs with the misunderstanding and lack of 

connection between two diverse individuals"

" Beyond the world of design, humanitarian efforts are also found in other sectors of the creative 

world. Brandon Stanton, a bond trader turned photographer from Atlanta, Georgia began the blog 

Humans of New York in 2010 that showcased portraits of people in New York City along side a short 

narrative that gave introspection into their life. These short excerpts that cover all corners of human 

emotion, create an emotional connection with the viewers of the blog and allow people from all over the 

world to connect with each other in a deeper level than social and ethnic differences. HONY has gone 

outside of New York and traveled all over the world, including Iran, Mexico, India, the Congo, Vietnam, 

Kenya and various other places. The stories that are shared throughout the world help dissolve negative 

stereotypes and build a sense of appreciation towards one another. ""
Dominican Republic!"
The impact P.I.D has the power to make!
	 Graphic design can take the role of visual facilitators through a language that is understood by 

all and breaks down language barriers. Graphic design has the ability to make a statement and bridge 

the gap of understand between oppressed citizens and information that can transform their life. 
"
Personal !
Why minorities need P.I.D Education""
" My personal investment in this cause is a result in my upbringing in low-income neighborhoods 

and seeing many of my peers take a misdirected path. Attending and graduating from a “failing school” 

allowed me to make a connection between the academic success of minorities and the level of resources 

that is available to them. Improving the self concept of youth who live in underserved areas can help them 

become stronger individuals and not succumb to the negative temptations around them. My interest in 

Chicano Rights was a result taking a Chicano Studies class in college, that for the first time showed me a 
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non-European history. I discovered the misfortunes and injustices that Mexicans faced in the U.S.. This 

knowledge motivated me to fight for the change that needs to occur in order for Latinos and African 

Americans to be more represented in all aspects of society. I believe Education is a key factor that can 

help in the advancement of minorities in society. "

" Design is a service that can benefit the world that it shuns because of their inability to pay for our 

services. Poverty, high school drop-outs, incarceration, violence and obesity are all subjects that design 

can help inform and alleviate. When looking at society as a whole, the biggest problems are not centered 

around the 10% of the population who is able to pay for design. Rather, these misfortunes plague the 

lives of the underserved.The kit is made up of four separate sections that take the participant through 

exploration of their self-identity. "

Process !"
Where!"
When!"
Toolkit!
" The need for youth to reflect on their self identity is necessary to begin exploring themes of self 

concept and improvement. When working with the youth at Boys and Girls club I found that some of them 

had low self esteem and vocally stated it. ""
" The identity empowerment booklet attempts to instill hope and strength by asking the youth which 

strong historical figure they feel the most resemblance with. The booklet provides an array of strong role 

models in a visually interesting manner that outlines their strengths, personality traits, and a short bio on 

their life. During one of the sessions I spent with the youth exploring GIMP, I asked them to find an image 

of someone they admire. 90% of them, chose figures in main steam media. I believe the exploration of 

strong role models throughout history and their requirement to connect with one, will build up their sense 

of “self.” The individuals are of various ethnic backgrounds and are figures that are not emphasized in 

American school systems."

" The Self Discovery booklet has various exercises that allow the youth to think about themselves 

and the traits that make them who they are. The result of this booklet gives the youth a set of key words 

that are unique to them. These descriptive words are then used to give them an aesthetic and direction to 

pursue for their logo. "

" The GIMP Tutorial Booklet uses the answers from the Self Discovery Booklet and pairs them with 

simple GIMP tutorials that allow the youth to begin working and combing imagery that is associated with 

their key descriptive words. "
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"
Despite the urgency of creating opportunities for youth of color to engage in these topics, there is a well-

documented lack of access to computational learning opportunities in urban schools with high populations 

of low-income students of color (Barron, 2004)"

" The Create Your Identity Booklet then takes all of the components from the previous booklet and 

provides a formula that the youth can use to come up with their logo. As well as exploration of typefaces 

that match their personality. ""
Evaluation & Results!
! Given the short time frame of this project, I have only had the opportunity to create one iteration 

of the kit. I plan to continue modifying the kit until it can live independent of a facilitator. My goals is to 

have Identify be a kit that can be distributed throughout the United States and offer it in Spanish as well. 

Since the tool-kit is based off of the youth’s responses, it can be applicable to a large percentage of 

youth. My hope is that the kit will have a positive impact on youth by inspiring and showing them their 

capability in the world. I believe that when dealing with youth, design can play an engaging role because 

of youth’s interest in visual-technological culture such as TV, video games, and social media."

Life of project!
! !"
" In my personal experience, it wasn’t until I took a Chicano Studies class in Metropolitan State 

University of Denver, that taught me the history of Mexicans in the U.S that opened my eyes to the 

progress Latinos have made thus far and how much more we have to go. When spending time with the 

youth, there were several instances when they displayed their low self esteem. ""
I believe that by empowering the “self” the underserved youth can at least have a seed planted in them 

that """
Personal Reflection!
	 


	 We as designers have the ability to significantly impact our profession and the world. By making 

more ethical choices, especially considering our audiences and their circumstances, we can notably 

conserve our natural resources and create a significant impact on multiple aspects of society. From 

medicine labels to educational pamphlets, the world is full of visual problems that thoughtful design can 

alleviate.
"
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